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Unit I

1. (a) How are AI languages (LISP and Prolog)

different from other programming

languages ? What constructs in these two

languages  make them more suitable for

A.I. work ? 9

(b) Why is search so important in A.I.

Problems ? What do you mean by blind

search and henristic search ? 6

2. Explain A* and AO* algorithms. What are

their purpose ? How are these algorithm

different ? 15

Unit II

3. (a) What do you mean by predicate logic

and predicate calculus ? 4

(b) Describe knowledge representation

methods. 11

4. (a) Is approximate reasoning desirable and

more significant than analytical

reasoning ? If so, then in what context ?

4

(b) Describe fuzzy reasoning. 11

Unit III

5. (a) What do you mean by partial order

planning ? 6

(b) Describe learning from examples and

learning by analog. 9

6. (a) What learning mechanism are employed

by mineral networks and Genetic

algorithms ? 10

(b) Discuss Hebbian learning rule. 5

Unit IV

7. Draw the architecture of expert systems.

Discuss the different functional blocks in it.

How are ESs different from ordinary algorithms

programs ? 15

8. Write short technical notes on the following :

(a) Knowledge acquisition 7

(b) A.I. application to robotics. 8
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